Special Events

Set$in$Fiji’s$popular$“Mamanuca”$archipelago$amongst$pristine$waters,$$
Malolo$Island$Resort$is$the$perfect$tropical$backdrop$for$special$events,$groups$and$
weddings.$$With$only$46$rooms,$Malolo$provides$the$ideal$location$for$small,$intimate$
groups$or$exclusive$use.$
Exclusive*Use
This is when a group takes over the entire resort and its facilities and can make use of all venues at their
discretion. The resort becomes exclusive and no external visitors are permitted.
Exclusive use is required when the group size is above 50 people (up to max. 100 and subject to
seasonality), a minimum 3 night’s stay policy applies and all 46 bures must be paid for.
There is also an “exclusive use fee” of one night’s additional accommodation –
this is to account for the falls in occupancy pre and post the group stay.

Small*to*Medium3Sized*Groups
Due to the small and intimate nature of the resort, we restrict non-exclusive use group bookings to under
50* guests (subject to seasonality). Whilst we are committed to the requirements and wishes of small to
medium-sized groups, we also ensure were main mindful of the experience of our other in-house guests.
For this reason some venue restrictions apply. A minimum 3 night stay applies for all non-exclusive
groups.
!
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Venues
Weddings
The ceremony takes place at the couples’ own choice of romantic locations including the beach at sunset,
the arrival Jetty, or amongst the lush gardens or by the pool.
Weddings at Malolo are usually performed along the beachfront, embracing the true essence of a tropical island destination
wedding. Beach ceremonies are dependent upon weather and tidal conditions of the day. Inclement weather options are also
available. We can supply a basic ceremony set-up, or we can offer more elaborate set-ups depending on numbers and requirements.
Please contact our wedding coordinator on weddings@ahuraresorts.com for further information and pricing.
For the wedding couple, we have several secluded romantic venues available for that special dining experience should you it be just
the two of you, including the Arrival Jetty, beachside by candlelight or a table for two at Treetops. A limited range of wedding cakes
can also be made to order. Ask our wedding coordinator for further information.

Treetops*Restaurant*
For group wedding events, we have our own “Island Vintage” Theme. Located along the verandah , opposite the Terrace Restaurant,
overlooking the adults’ pool, lounge areas and lush gardens , Treetops is our dedicated venue for this event (venue exclusive use
only). Offering a relaxed and intimate dining experience for guests 13 years & over, Treetops is fully air-conditioned, has its own bar
area and outdoor deck, and is available for sole use groups.
We are also able to organise set menus and buffet options depending on the group’s size. A standard charge of FJ$750.00 applies for
exclusive use of the Treetops venue for any sized group and if taking exclusive use, the age restriction is lifted.
See our Menus for further information.
Treetops can accommodate 40 guests in air conditioned comfort, or 60 guests if utilizing the outside verandahs and deck.
See our Floor Plans for further information.!
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Venues
Terrace*Restaurant

This is our all-day dining restaurant which can accommodate 100 guests. This venue is only available
during exclusive use of the resort.

Cocktail*Events*
Cocktail parties work beautifully at Malolo as our main beach overlooks the amazing Fiji sunset.
The group can gather on the beach and enjoy the sounds of the Malolo Band Boys while enjoying a selection from the canapé
menu. (These are subject to both tidal & weather conditions).
There also several other areas around the main facilities suitable for a cocktail event namely, the main lawn,
areas around the pool deck and Treetops deck to name a few (numbers limited).

Special*Set3ups*&*Themes*
In addition to our Island Vintage Theme, we can offer other suggested themes.
We can also organize special dining areas for children in a group if required, depending on numbers.
Please contact our Sales & Events Coordinator on groups@ahuraresorts.com for further information.
Group*Conditions**
There are strict guidelines applicable to groups, namely:
• Maximum of 8 guests can be seated together at any of the public food
and beverage outlets to allow for food service. If larger tables are
required, please contact the Food & Beverage Manager
• To avoid disruption to other guests staying on the resort, parties in and
around the accommodation area of the resort are not permitted under
any circumstances
• Bars close at midnight
• Malolo is not a BYO alcohol resort, it is fully licensed and does not accept
BYO alcohol unless it is the duty free allowance per adult (which is 2.5ltrs
of Spirits or 4.5ltrs of Wine). The duty free allowance can only be
consumed in the privacy of bures and is not allowed to be brought into
the bars and restaurants or corkage/service charges will apply. !

• Cases of beer, wine and other alcoholic beverages exceeding the duty free
allowance, are strictly prohibited and if brought to the resort, will be taken
and stored by the Resort Manager on arrival for the duration of your stay and
returned on departure.!
• The group/persons utilising Malolo Island Fiji for functions or events will be
financially responsible for any losses or damage to the resort during the
event.
• The Group/Event organiser must sign off on above conditions in the Event
Contract and brief all guests accordingly.!
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